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March 3, 2011 
 
 
 
Dear Quarter Horse Racing permit holder, 
                
 

These are exciting times that are full of opportunity with the legislation that has allowed 
American Quarter Horse racing in Florida.  Just as the tracks and horsemen worked together to 
bring a vibrant new industry with excellent profit potential for the permit holders we must work 
together  to plan a profitable relationship so that everyone can be reaping all the benefits of this 
new industry for decades to come. 

 
Florida Quarter Horse Racing Association, Inc. is the group that represents Quarter Horse 

Racing in Florida. FQHRA, Inc. is the official state of Florida racing affiliate of the American 
Quarter Horse Association which is located in Amarillo, Texas. FQHRA, Inc is the group that 
has represented QH’s in the legislature since the 2006 legislative session. Our job is to promote 
QH racing and breeding in the state of Florida. Naturally the breeding industry is directly 
correlated to the racing opportunities for QH’s in the state.  

 
The opportunity for gaming operations and horse tracks such as the ones various Quarter 

Horse permit holders are proposing was sold to the legislature by FQHRA, Inc and the QH 
permitted tracks on the basis of the economic impact QH breeding would have in the state. 
Every horse on a race track creates seven jobs somewhere in the state or local community. Those 
jobs range from CPA’s to farriers to barn builders and hay growers. FQHRA, Inc looks forward 
to working with you to keep that promise to the Florida legislature, the people of your county 
and the people of Florida. 

 
I am sure you remember how involved FQHRA was in supporting the QH permit holders 

in the legislative process.  There was a bill about to be passed that 
would have required Quarter Horse permit holders to race two years of a full schedule of 
live racing before they could have a card room or any other gaming. FQHRA, Inc worked with 
Senator Al Lawson and the Lawson Amendments to convince the legislature that those 
requirements would not only kill any chances of gaming at those permitted outlets but it would 
never allow a QH breeding industry to develop so that the tracks and horsemen could keep their 
promise of economic development to the legislature. Part of providing racing opportunities is to 
provide safe racing opportunities. FQHRA, Inc has been discussing the safety issues of racing on 
a “J” track with all the QH permit holders for a few years. Some of you have even visited our 
hospital to discuss track design. Due to safety issues up until a few years ago there was only one 
official “J” track in North America. That track was at Ajax Downs in Canada and it has since 
been converted to an oval track.  
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Please understand that FQHRA, Inc wants your project to be successful as much as you 
do. Done correctly, Florida could become a leader in QH breeding. That in turn will give 
opportunities for projects such as a major horse sale venue  in your area such as those held at 
Heritage Place in Oklahoma City. The list of spin off opportunities go and on. Those spin off 
businesses will in return have a multiplier effect on the success of your gaming facility. Critical 
mass of people coming to and living around your facility will be met much faster with a track 
that has the long term vision of safety and economic development in mind. 

 
With all the above in mind, this letter is meant to reinforce previous conversations 

FQHRA has had with the QH permit holders  on the fact that AQHA and FQHRA only 
recognize races run on oval tracks. They do not recognize races run on “J” tracks for animal 
welfare and safety reasons.  These tracks have multiple issues that make them unsafe for horse 
and rider. On a long term basis the economic benefit of building a first class facility will greatly 
outweigh any short term savings a “J’ track has to offer. AQHA has specifications of approved 
tracks that I have sent to each of you in the past.  I will be happy to email the same specifications 
to you  again. I will also be happy to discuss in detail with you the concerns of safety and animal 
welfare that will surround a “J” track. 

 
You will find that FQHRA, Inc is a very straight forward group to work with. We believe 

in being up front with our partners on all issues. I am sure that you agree that this is the best way 
to do business. FQHRA, Inc appreciates the opportunity to work with you to make your project a 
success for everyone involved. Please feel free to call me at any time. 
 
 
 
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
Stephen D Fisch 
 
 
Stephen D. Fisch, DVM 
President FQHRA, Inc. 
 


